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ANALYSIS OF PRINT ADVERTISMENT  

                                                                                       APR 301 FINAL PROJECT BY ALYSA NAIR 

 

Company: Sisley 

Advertisement: ‘Fashion Junkie’ 

 

 

ABOUT SISLEY: IMPORTANT DATES AND BRAND IMAGE 

‘A place, Paris, a date, 1968, and a Denim collection. That’s how the story of the Sisley brand 
started…’  - Sisley 

Sisley is a fashion brand that aims to make a statement. The company started up in 1968 and, in 
1974, Benetton bought exclusive rights to use the name. It was not until 1985 however that 
Sisley took on its own personality within the group. In 1996 Sisley changed its logo from a gold-
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burgundy emblem to a more “elegant and refined logo” which matched with the modern wave 
of change occurring around the world; a white inscription on a black background.  

Sisley as a fashion brand focuses on the then, the now and the future. With every fashion 
collection it brings, the company always aims at keeping in mind the target audience, i.e. 
religious fashion followers. Its style is always up-to-date, trendy, fashion forward and apt for 
the time in which the collection comes out. Sisley tailors to the needs of both men and women, 
with its collections ranging from the classiest of attires to the casual, comfy and sporty wear. 
The objective is to offer fashionable look to its consumers all day round. 

 

BENETTON COMMUNICATION 

Benetton’s form of communication can be best termed as ‘universal communication’. The 
company chooses a single, universal message that can be applied anywhere. Benetton, the 
pioneer of shock advertising (a form of advertising that demands attention from its viewers by 
showing visuals and imagery that create a sense of shock, leaving the viewers scarred with the 
advertisement in their mind for a long period of time), began its corporate campaigning in the 
early 1990’s. Instead of showing the product itself in advertisements, Benetton chooses to use 
civil, social and political themes.  

Benetton is known to have different, unique and ethically-questionable advertisements, around 
the world, therefore achieving its objective. It exercises the rights of freedom of speech and 
chooses to be bold about their ideas. This style of campaigning is notably seen in its sister 
company Sisley. 

 

INTENDED MEANING OF ADVERTISEMENT 

The print advertisement ‘Fashion Junkie’ by Sisely carried the same style of ‘shock value’. 
‘Fashion Junkie’ shows two girls inhaling a white tank top, suggesting it to be their drug. The 
idea behind the making of this advertisement is that, we are now an artificial world; everything 
carries aesthetic and face value. Regardless of personality, body shape, intelligence or even 
looks, importance is given to our sense of fashion. People are judged by what they wear, not 
who they are, at first glance. Sisley’s print advertisement aimed at bringing awareness to this 
change in our society by showing how young girls are obsessed with their attire, to the point 
where they are addicted. Fashion is shown as a drug or narcotic to therefore make their 
message as direct and straight-forward as possible, to their target audience. 
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RESEARCH FINDINGS 

Research on the success of the print advertisement ‘Fashion Junkie’ by Sisley was conducted 
among a small portion of the company’s target audience. Following were the findings: 

 

- Number of individuals who understood the advertisement: 90% 
 

- Number of individuals who didn’t understand the advertisement: 10% 
 

- Number who understood what the advertisement is for (product/service): 100% 
 

- Number of people who think the message the advertisement is trying to convey is 
‘Addiction to clothes’: 100% 

Following are the percentage of dislikes towards the advertisement ‘Fashion Junkie’  

- Encouraging usage of drugs: 50% 
- Unethical: 10% 
- Unecessary sexual content (nudity): 30% 
- Too direct: 30% 
- Models too thin/anorexic/underaged: 40% 
- Idea and focus of clothes lost: 10% 
- Not keeping in mind the countries with restrictions of releasing such content to the 

public: 10% 

Following are the percentage of likes towards the advertisement ‘Fashion Junkie’ 

- No likes: 10% 
- Different concept/way of advertising/creative idea: 50% 
- Concept easy to understand/Direct idea: 10% 
- Good photography: 10% 

Following are the percentage of changes the audience would like to see being made to the 
advertisement: 

- More concentration on clothes: 20% 
- Avoid any use and reference of drugs and narcotics: 20% 
- Depiction of ‘addiction’ in another manner: 30% 
- Use of appropriate models: 30% 
- Thinking up a different strategy altogether/Showing positive ideas: 30% 
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CONCLUSION OF RESEARCH 

From the study, we can conclude that the basic idea intended to be received by the consumers 
was successful. 50% of the target audience appreciated the creativity of the advertisement. 
However, half the target audience was against the need to use narcotics, stating that there are 
better ways of creating it. From the study, we find that the generic ideas ‘skinny girls’ and 
‘addiction to drugs’ is not appreciated by society. 40% of the target audience was against the 
use of under-aged girls who looked drugged, stating that this shows a nonchalant perspective 
on drugs, therefore giving the youth a rather negative idea. To the target audience, the 
advertisement was creative and simple enough to understand, however it was too direct. 

30% of the audience would like to see the word ‘addiction’ being portrayed in another manner 
that is more socially acceptable and would not leave a negative impression, while still having 
the same successful effect. 

 

OUR APPROACH 

We decided to take a different turn on the word ‘addiction’. Rather than showing addiction in 
its raw and negative form, we would show the nature of how women act when they see clothes 
they like and want. Their addiction for clothing is portrayed by their want for a certain ‘look’ 
they see on other people.  


